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Abstra t: This paper is devoted to s heduling a large olle tion of independent

tasks onto heterogeneous lusters. The tasks depend upon (input) les whi h initially
reside on a master pro essor. A given le may well be shared by several tasks. The
role of the master is to distribute the les to the pro essors, so that they an exe ute
the tasks. The obje tive for the master is to sele t whi h le to send to whi h slave,
and in whi h order, so as to minimize the total exe ution time. The ontribution of
this paper is twofold. On the theoreti al side, we establish omplexity results that
assess the diÆ ulty of the problem. On the pra ti al side, we design several new
heuristi s, whi h are shown to perform as eÆ iently as the best heuristi s in [4, 3℄
although their ost is an order of magnitude lower.
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Ordonnan ement de t^a hes partageant des
lusters heterogenes

hiers sur

Resume : Cet arti le est onsa re a l'ordonnan ement d'un grand ensemble de

t^a hes independantes sur lusters heterogenes. Les t^a hes dependent de hiers
(d'entree) qui resident initialement sur un pro esseur ma^tre. Un hier donne peut
^etre partage par plusieurs t^a hes, Le r^ole du ma^tre est de distribuer les hiers aux
pro esseurs de maniere a e qu'ils puissent exe uter les t^a hes. L'obje tif, pour le
ma^tre, est de sele tionner quel hier envoyer a quel es lave, et dans quel ordre,
a n de minimiser le temps d'exe ution total. La ontribution de et arti le est
double. D'un point de vue theorique, nous etablissons des resultats de omplexite
evaluant la diÆ ulte du probleme. D'un point de vue pratique, nous on evons
plusieurs nouvelles heuristiques qui se montrent aussi performantes que les meilleures
heuristiques de [4, 3℄ bien que leur o^ut soit d'un ordre de grandeur inferieur.

Mots- le : Ordonnan ement, lusters heterogene, grilles de al ul, t^a hes independantes, partage de

hiers, heuristiques.
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1 Introdu tion
In this paper, we are interested in s heduling independent tasks onto heterogeneous
lusters. These independent tasks depend upon les ( orresponding to input data,
for example), and diÆ ulty arises from the fa t that some les may well be shared
by several tasks.
This paper is motivated by the work of Casanova et al. [4, 3℄, who target the
s heduling of tasks in APST, the AppLeS Parameter Sweep Template [2℄. APST
is a grid-based environment whose aim is to fa ilitate the mapping of appli ation
to heterogeneous platforms. Typi ally, an APST appli ation onsists of a large
number of independent tasks, with possible input data sharing. By large we mean
that the number of tasks is usually at least one order of magnitude larger than the
number of available omputing resour es. When deploying an APST appli ation,
the intuitive idea is to map tasks that depend upon the same les onto the same
omputational resour e, so as to minimize ommuni ation requirements. Casanova
et al. [4, 3℄ have onsidered three heuristi s designed for ompletely independent
tasks (no input le sharing) that were proposed in [8℄. They have modi ed these
three heuristi s (originally alled Min-min, Max-min, and Su erage in [8℄) to adapt
them to the additional onstraint that input les are shared between tasks. As was
already pointed out, the number of tasks to s hedule is expe ted to be very large, and
spe ial attention should be devoted to keeping the ost of the s heduling heuristi s
reasonably low.
In this paper, we restri t to the same spe ial ase of the s heduling problem as
Casanova et al. [4, 3℄: we assume the existen e of a master pro essor, whi h serves
as the repository for all les. The role of the master is to distribute the les to
the pro essors, so that they an exe ute the tasks. The obje tive for the master is
to sele t whi h le to send to whi h slave, and in whi h order, so as to minimize
the total exe ution time. This master-slave paradigm has a fundamental limitation:
ommuni ations from the master may well be ome the true bottlene k of the overall
s heduling s heme. Allowing for inter-slave ommuni ations, and/or for distributed
le repositories, should ertainly be the subje t of future work. However, we believe
that on entrating on the simpler master-slave paradigm is a rst but mandatory
step towards a full understanding of this hallenging s heduling problem.
The ontribution of this paper is twofold. On the theoreti al side, we establish
omplexity results that assess the diÆ ulty of the problem. On the pra ti al side,
we design several new heuristi s, whi h are shown to perform as eÆ iently as the
best heuristi s in [4, 3℄ although their ost is an order of magnitude lower.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next se tion (Se tion 2) is
devoted to the pre ise and formal spe i ation of our s heduling problem, whi h we
denote as TasksSharingFiles. Next, in Se tion 3, we state omplexity results,
whi h in lude the NP- ompleteness of the very spe i instan e of the problem
where all les and tasks have the same size. Then, Se tion 4 deals with the design
of low- ost polynomial-time heuristi s to solve the TasksSharingFiles problem.
We report some experimental data in Se tion 5. Finally, we state some on luding
remarks in Se tion 6.

2 Framework
In this se tion, we formally state the optimization problem to be solved.
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Figure 1: Bipartite graph gathering the relations between the les and the tasks.

2.1 Tasks and les
The problem is to s hedule a set of n tasks T = fT1 ; T2 ; : : : ; T g. Theses tasks have
di erent sizes: the weight of task T is t , 1  j  n. There are no dependen e
onstraints between the tasks, so they an be viewed as independent.
However, the exe ution of ea h task depends upon one or several les, and a
given le may be shared by several tasks. Altogether, there are m les in the set
F = fF1 ; F2 ; : : : ; F g. The size of le F is f , 1  i  m. We use a bipartite graph
G = (V ; E ) to represent the relations between les and tasks. The set of nodes in
the graph G is V = F [ T , and there is an edge e : F ! T in E if and only if
task T depends on le F . Intuitively, les F su h that e 2 E orrespond to some
data that is needed for the exe ution of T to begin. The pro essor that will have
to exe ute task T will need to re eive all the les F su h that e 2 E before it an
n
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start the exe ution of T . See Figure 1 for a small example, with m = 9 les and
1
les F1 and F2 .
n = 13 tasks. For instan e , task T1 depends upon
To summarize, the bipartite graph G = (V ; E ), where ea h node in V = F [ T is
weighted by f or t , and where edges in E represent the relations between the les
and the tasks, gathers all the information on the appli ation.
j

i

j
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Figure 2: Heterogeneous fork-graph.

2.2 Platform graph
The tasks are s heduled and exe uted on a master-slave heterogeneous platform.
We onsider a fork-graph (see Figure 2) with a master-pro essor P0 and p slaves P ,
1  i  p. Ea h slave P has a (relative) omputing power w : it takes t :w timeunits to exe ute task T on pro essor P . We let P = fP0 ; P1 ; P2 ; : : : ; P g denote
the platform graph.
The master pro essor P0 initially holds all the m les in F . The slaves are
responsible for exe uting the n tasks in T . Before it an exe ute a task T , a
slave must have re eived from the master all the les that T depends upon. For
ommuni ations, we use the one-port model: the master an only ommuni ate with
a single slave at a given time-step. We let denote the inverse of the bandwidth of
the link between P0 and P , so that f : time-units are required to send le F from
the master to slave P . We assume that ommuni ations an overlap omputations
on the slaves: a slave an pro ess one task while re eiving the les ne essary for the
exe ution of another task.
Coming ba k to the example of Figure 1, assume that we have a two-slave s hedule su h that tasks T1 to T6 are exe uted by slave P1 , and tasks T7 to T13 are
i
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In this example all tasks depend upon two les exa tly. This is be ause we will re-use the
example later in Se tion 3.2. In the general ase, ea h task depends upon an arbitrary number of
les.
1
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exe uted by slave P2 . Overall, P1 will re eive six les (F1 to F4 , F6 and F7 ), and
P2 will re eive
ve les (F5 to F9 ). In this s hedule, les F6 and F7 must be sent to
both slaves.
To summarize, we assume a fully heterogeneous master-slave paradigm: slaves
have di erent speeds and links have di erent apa ities. Communi ations from the
master are serial, and may well be ome the major bottlene k.

2.3 Obje tive fun tion
The obje tive is to minimize the total exe ution time. The exe ution is terminated
when the last task has been ompleted. The s hedule must de ide whi h tasks will
be exe uted by ea h slave. It must also de ide the ordering in whi h the master
sends the les to the slaves. We stress two important points:



some les may well be sent several times, so that several slaves an independently pro ess tasks that depend upon these les



a le sent to some pro essor remains available for the rest of the s hedule. If
two tasks depending on the same le are s heduled on the same pro essor, the
le must only be sent on e.

We let TasksSharingFiles(G ; P ) denote the optimization problem to be solved.
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Figure 3: Complexity results for the problem of s heduling tasks sharing les.
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3 Complexity
Most s heduling problems are known to be diÆ ult [9, 5℄. However, some parti ular
instan es of the TasksSharingFiles optimization problem have a polynomial omplexity, while the de ision problems asso iated to other instan es are NP- omplete.
We outline several results in this se tion, whi h are all gathered in Figure 3. In Figure 3, the pi tographs read as follows: for ea h of the six ase studies, the leftmost
diagram represents the appli ation graph, and the rightmost diagram represents the
platform graph. The appli ation graph is made up of les and tasks whi h all have
the same sizes in situations (a), (b) and ( ), while this is not the ase in situations
(d), (e) and (f). Tasks depend upon a single (private) le in situations (a), (b), (d),
(e), whi h is not the ase in situations ( ) and (f). As for the platform graph, there
is a single slave in situations (d) and (f), and several slaves otherwise. The platform
is homogeneous in ases (a) and (e), and heterogeneous in ases (b) and ( ). The
six situations are dis ussed in the text below.

3.1 With a single slave
The instan e of TasksSharingFiles with a single slave turns out to be more diÆult than we would think intuitively. In the very spe ial ase where ea h task depends
upon a single non-shared le, i.e. n = m and E redu es to n edges e : F ! T , the
problem an be solved in polynomial time (this is situation (d) of Figure 3). Indeed,
it is equivalent to the two-ma hine ow-shop problem, and the algorithm of Johnson [7℄ an be used to ompute the optimal exe ution time. A ording to Johnson's
algorithm we rst s hedule the tasks whose ommuni ation time (the time needed to
send the le) is smaller than (or equal to) the exe ution time in in reasing order of
the ommuni ation time. Then we s hedule the remaining tasks in de reasing order
of their exe ution time.
i;i

i

i

At the time of this writing, we do not know the omplexity of the general instan e
with one slave (situation (f) of Figure 3). Be ause Johnson's algorithm is quite
intri ate, we onje ture that the de ision problem asso iated to the general instan e,
where les are shared between tasks, is NP- omplete. We do not even know what
the omplexity is when les are shared between tasks, but all tasks and les have
the same size.
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3.2 With two slaves
With several slaves, some problem instan es have polynomial omplexity. First of
all, a greedy round-robin algorithm is optimal in situation (a) of Figure 3: ea h task
depends upon a single non-shared le, all tasks and les have the same size, and the
fork platform is homogeneous. If we keep the same hypotheses for the appli ation
graph but move to heterogeneous slaves (situation (b) of Figure 3), the problem
remains polynomial, but the optimal algorithm be omes ompli ated: see [1℄ for a
des ription and proof.
The de ision problem asso iated to the general instan e of TasksSharingFiles
with two slaves writes as follows:

De nition 1 (TSF2-De (G ; P ,p = 2,K )). Given a bipartite appli ation graph G , a
heterogeneous platform P with two slaves (p = 2) and a time bound
to s hedule all tasks within K time-steps?

K

, is it possible

Clearly, TSF2-De is NP- omplete, even if there are no les at all: in that
ase, TSF2-De redu es to the s heduling of independent tasks on a two-pro essor
ma hine, whi h itself redu es to the 2-PARTITION problem [6℄ as the tasks have
di erent sizes. This orresponds to situation (e) in Figure 3, where we do not even
need the private les. However, this NP- ompleteness result does not hold in the
strong sense: in a word, the size of the tasks plays a key role in the proof, and there
are pseudo-polynomial algorithms to solve TSF2-De in the simple ase when there
are no les (see the pseudo-polynomial algorithm for 2-PARTITION in [6℄).
The following theorem states an interesting result: in the ase where all les and
tasks have unit size (i.e. f = t = 1), the TSF2-De remains NP- omplete. Note
that in that ase, the heterogeneity only omes from the omputing platform. This
orresponds to situation ( ) in Figure 3.
i

Theorem 1.

TSF2-De

j

(G ; P ,p = 2,f = t = 1,K ) is NP- omplete.
i

j

Proof. Obviously, TSF2-De (G ; P ,p = 2,f = t = 1,K ) belongs to NP. To prove its
ompleteness, we use a redu tion from Clique, whi h is NP- omplete [6℄. Consider
an arbitrary instan e I1 of Clique: given a graph G = (V ; E ), and a bound B ,
is there a lique in G (i.e. a fully onne ted sub-graph) of size B ? Without loss of
generality, we assume that jV j  9 and 6  B (B 1) < jE j.
We onstru t the following instan e I2 of TSF2-De (G ; P ,p = 2,f = t = 1,K ).
We let F = V [ X and T = E [ fT g (see Figure 4), whi h de nes V = F [ T .
Here, X is a olle tion of x = jX j additional les, so there is a total of jV j + x les,
i

j

i

j

y
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Figure 4: The bipartite appli ation graph used in the proof.
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Figure 5: The original graph G used to build the bipartite graph.
one per node in the original graph G and one per new le in X . As for tasks, there
are as many tasks as edges in the original graph G , plus an additional task T .
The relations between tasks and les are de ned as follows. First, there is an
edge from ea h le in F to task T ; as a onsequen e, the slave pro essor that will
exe ute T will need to have re eived all the les in F from the master before it an
begin the exe ution of T . Se ond, there is an edge from a node ( le) v 2 V  F to
a node (task) e 2 E  T if and only if v was one of the two end-points of edge e in
G . In the rightmost part of Figure 4, we re ognize the bipartite graph of Figure 1,
with di erent labels. In fa t, the latter bipartite graph has been obtained from the
original graph G shown in Figure 5. The les are the nodes in G , and the tasks
are the edges in G . this explains why ea h task (edge) exa tly depends upon two
les (the end-points of the edge). We see that G has a lique of size B = 4 (nodes
6 to 9).
As spe i ed in the problem, all les and tasks have unit size. To omplete the
des ription of the appli ation, we let s = ( 2 1) , r = jE j s (note that s < r by
hypothesis), and we de ne x = (3r 1):jV j 2B + 2. We he k that x  1: indeed,
s  3, B  3, jV j  B and r  4; we derive x  9B + 2.
There remains to des ribe the omputing platform. The hara teristi s of the
two slave pro essors are: w1 = 3jV j, w2 = 3( +1)j j 4 , 1 = 1 and 2 = 2. Note
1)jV j + 3j j 4 > 0. Thus, w2 > 2. Finally,
that w2 > w1 , be ause w2 w1 = 3(
we de ne the s heduling bound: K = 2 + 3(r + 1)jV j. Note that K = 6 + s:w2 .
y

y

y

y

B B

r

r

s
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Clearly, the instan e I2 an be onstru ted in time polynomial in the size of I1 .
Now we have to show that I2 admits a solution if and only if I1 has one.
Assume rst that I1 has a solution, i.e. that G possesses a lique of size B . Let
C = fv1 ; v2; : : : ; v g denote the B verti es in the lique of G . The intuitive idea is
the following: after sending to slave P2 the B les orresponding to the B nodes in
C , P2 will be able to pro ess the s tasks that orrespond to the edges onne ting the
nodes of C without re eiving any extra le from the master. The s hedule is de ned
as follows:
B



First, at time-steps t = 0 and t = 1, two les are sent by the master to P1 .
These two les are hosen so that they orrespond to any two nodes v and v
of V that are onne ted in G (i.e. the edge (v ; v ) belongs to E ) and that
do not both belong to the lique C : at time-step t = 2, P1 is able to start the
exe ution of the task that orresponds to the edge (v ; v ). P1 terminates this
task at time-step 2 + w1 = 2 + 3jV j.
a

a

b

b

a

b



Next, the B les that orrespond to the lique C are sent to P2 . As soon
as it has re eived two les, P2 an start exe uting one task (the two les
orrespond to two onne ted nodes, therefore the task that represents the edge
between them is ready for exe ution). P2 has re eived the B les at time-step
2 1 + B 2 = 2 + 2B , i.e. before it ompletes the exe ution of the rst task, at
time-step 2 1 + 2 2 + w2 = 6 + w2 > 6 + w1 = 6 + 3jV j > 6 + 3B , be ause
B  jV j. Therefore, P2
an pro ess the s tasks orresponding to edges in the
lique C without interruption (i.e. without waiting to re eive more les), until
time-step 2 1 + 2 2 + s:w2 = 6 + s:w2 = K .



Finally, after sending the B les to P2 , all les but two are sent to P1 : we
do not re-send the rst two les, but we send all the others, i.e. jV j 2 + x
les. We send the jV j 2 les orresponding to nodes in V before the x les
orresponding to nodes in X . When P1 terminates its rst task, at time-step
2 + 3jV j, it has already re eived the rst jV j 2 les (the last one is re eived
at time-step 2 1 + B 2 + (jV j 2) 1 = jV j + 2B ). P1 an pro ess the r
tasks orresponding to edges in G that do not belong to the lique C without
interruption, until time-step 2 1 + rw1 = K w1 . At that time-step, P1 has
just re eived the x last les, be ause (jV j + x) 1 + B 2 = K w1 . P1 pro esses
then the last task T , and the s heduling terminates within K times-steps.
y

We have derived a valid solution to our s heduling instan e I2 .
Assume now that I2 has a solution. We pro eed in several steps:
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1. Ne essarily, P1 exe utes task T . Otherwise, P2 would exe ute it, but T
requires jV j + x les, and the time needed by P2 would be at least (jV j +
x) 2 + w2 = 2(K
w1
2B ) + w2 > 2(K 5jV j) > K (be ause K  15jV j),
a ontradi tion.
y

2.

P1

annot exe ute more than

K

2
w1

y

1

= r + 1 tasks.

3. All les sent by the master after time-step K w1 are useless, be ause the
tasks that they might free for exe ution will not be terminated at time-step
K , neither by P1 nor by P2 (remember that w2 > w1 ). Be ause P1 exe utes
T , it re eives jV j + x
les. But K w1 = (jV j + x) 1 + B 2 , so that P2 annot
re eive more than B tasks from the master.
y

4.

annot exe ute more than s tasks, be ause
s + 1.
P2

K

2
w2

2

=

K
w2

6

+

2
w2

= s+

2
w2

<

Overall, a total of r + s + 1 tasks are exe uted. Sin e P1 annot exe ute more than
r + 1, and P2 more than s, they do exe ute r + 1 and s tasks respe tively. But P2
exe utes s tasks and re eives no more than B les: these les de ne a lique of size
B in G , thereby providing a solution to I1 .

4 Heuristi s
In this se tion, we rst re all the three heuristi s used by Casanova et al. [4, 3℄. Next
we introdu e several new heuristi s, whose main hara teristi is a lower omputational omplexity.

4.1 Referen e heuristi s
Be ause our work was originally motivated by the paper of Casanova et al. [4, 3℄, we
have to ompare our new heuristi s to those presented by these authors, whi h we
all referen e heuristi s. We start with a des ription of these referen e heuristi s.

Stru ture of the heuristi s. All the referen e heuristi s are built on the model
presented in Figure 6.

Obje tive fun tion. For all the heuristi s, the obje tive fun tion is the same.

Obje tive(Tj ,

RR n4819
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S

T

S is the set of the tasks that remain to be s heduled

while S 6= ; do
for ea h task T 2 S and ea h pro essor P do
j

j

i

2S

j

j

6:
7:

i

Evaluate Obje tive(T , P )
Pi k the \best" ouple of a task T
Obje tive(T , P )
S hedule T on P as soon as possible
Remove T from S
j

and a pro essor

Pi

a ording to

i

i

j

Figure 6: Stru ture of the referen e heuristi s.
mapped on pro essor P . Of ourse, the omputation of this ompletion time takes
into a ount:
1. the les required by T that are already available on P (we assume that any
le that on e was sent to pro essor P is still available and do not need to be
resent);
i

j

i

i

2. the time needed by the master to send the other les to
ommuni ations are already s heduled;

Pi

, knowing what

3. the tasks already s heduled on P .
i

Chosen task. The heuristi s only di er by the de nition of the \best" ouple (T ,
j

). More pre isely, they only di er by the de nition of the \best" task. Indeed, the
\best" task T is always mapped on its most favorable pro essor (denoted P (T )),
i.e. on the pro essor whi h minimizes the obje tive fun tion:
Pi

j

j

Obje tive(Tj ; P (Tj ))

= min Obje tive(T ; P ):
1 
Here is the riterion used for ea h referen e heuristi :
Min-min: the \best" task T is the one minimizing the obje tive fun tion when
mapped on its most favorable pro essor:
q

j

p

q

j

Obje tive(Tj ; P (Tj ))

= min min
2S 1 
Tk

l

p

Obje tive(Tk ; Pl ):

Max-min: the \best" task is the one whose obje tive fun tion, on its most favorable
pro essor, is the largest:

Obje tive(Tj ; P (Tj ))

= max min
2S 1 
Tk

l

p

Obje tive(Tk ; Pl ):
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Su erage: the \best" task is the one whi h will be the most penalized if not mapped

on its most favorable pro essor but on its se ond most favorable pro essor, i.e.
the \best" task is the one maximizing:

6

min

Pq =P (Tj )

Obje tive(Tj ; Pq )

Obje tive(Tj ; P (Tj )):

Su erage II and Su erage X: these are re ned version of the Su erage heuristi . The penalty of a task is no more omputed using the se ond most favorable
pro essor but by onsidering the rst pro essor indu ing a signi ant in rease
in the ompletion time. See [4, 3℄ for details.

Computational omplexity. The loop on Step 3 of the referen e heuristi s om-

putes the obje tive fun tion for any pair of pro essor and task. For ea h pro essor,
this omputation has a worst ase omplexity of O(jSj + jEj), where E is the set of
the edges representing the relations between les and tasks (see Se tion 2.1). Indeed,
ea h remaining task must be onsidered and in the worst ase omputing the obje tive fun tion for a single task has a ost proportional to jEj (see for example task T
in Figure 4). Hen e, the overall omplexity of the heuristi s is: O(p:n2 + p:n:jEj).
The omplexity is even worse for Su erage II and Su erage X, as the pro essors
must be sorted for ea h task, leading to a omplexity of O(p:n2 : log p + p:n:jEj).
y

4.2 Stru ture of the new heuristi s
When designing new heuristi s, we took spe ial are to de reasing the omputational
omplexity. The referen e heuristi s are very expensive for large problems. We
aimed at designing heuristi s whi h are an order of magnitude faster, while trying
to preserve the quality of the s heduling produ ed.
In order to avoid the loop on all the pairs of pro essors and tasks of Step 3 of the
referen e heuristi s, we need to be able to pi k (more or less) in onstant time the
next task to be s heduled. Thus we de ided to sort the tasks a priori a ording to
an obje tive fun tion. However, sin e our platform is heterogeneous, the task hara teristi s may vary from one pro essor to the other. For example, Johnson's [7℄
riterion whi h splits the tasks into two sets ( ommuni ation time smaller than, or
greater than, omputation time) depends on the pro essors hara teristi s. Therefore, we ompute one sorted list of tasks for ea h pro essor. Note that this sorted
list is omputed a priori and is not modi ed during the exe ution of the heuristi .
On e the sorted lists are omputed, we still have to map the tasks to the pro essors and to s hedule them. The tasks are s heduled one-at-a-time. When we want
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to s hedule a new task, on ea h pro essor P we evaluate the ompletion time of the
rst task (a ording to the sorted list) whi h has not yet been s heduled. Then we
pi k the pair task/pro essor with the lowest ompletion time. This way, we obtain
the stru ture of heuristi s presented in Figure 7.
i

1:
2:
3:
4:

for any pro essor P do
for any task T 2 T do
i

j

Evaluate Obje tive(T , P )
Build the list L(P ) of the tasks sorted a ording to the value of Obje tive(T , P )
while there remain tasks to s hedule do
for any pro essor P do
Let T be the rst uns heduled task in L(P )
Evaluate CompletionTime(T , P )
Pi k the ouple of a task T and a pro essor P minimizing CompletionTime(T , P )
S hedule T on P as soon as possible
Mark T as s heduled
j

j

5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

i

i

j

i

j

i

j

j

10:
11:

i

i

i

i

j

i

j

Figure 7: Stru ture of the new heuristi s.
We still have to de ne the obje tive fun tions used to sort the tasks. This is the
obje t of the next se tion.

4.3 The obje tive fun tions
The intuition behind the following four obje tive fun tions is quite obvious:

Duration: we just onsider the overall exe ution time of the task as if it was the
only task to be s heduled on the platform:
Obje tive(Tj ; Pi )

=t

j :wi

+

X
ek;j

2E

fk :

i:

The tasks are sorted by in reasing obje tives, whi h mimi s the Min-min
heuristi .

Payo : when mapping a task, the time spent by the master to send the required
les is payed by all the (waiting) pro essors as the master an only send les
to a single slave at a time, but the whole system gains the ompletion of the
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task. Hen e, the following obje tive fun tion en odes the payo of s heduling
the task T on the pro essor P :
j

i

Obje tive(Tj ; Pi )

=

P

tj
ek;j

:

2E f

k

The tasks are sorted by de reasing payo s. Furthermore, the order of the tasks
does not depend on the pro essor, so only one sorted list is required with this
obje tive fun tion. Note that the a tual obje tive fun tion to ompute the
payo of s heduling task T on pro essor P would be: Obje tive(T ; P ) =
P 2E ; as the fa tors w and w do not hange the relative order of the
tasks on a given pro essor, we just dropped these fa tors.
j

i

j

i

tj :wi

ek;j

i

fk : i

i

Advan e: to keep a pro essor busy, we need to send it all the les required by

the next task that it will pro ess, before it ends the exe ution of the urrent
task. Hen e the exe ution of the urrent task must be larger than the time
required to send the les. We tried to en ode this requirement by onsidering
the di eren e of the omputation- and ommuni ation-time of a task. Hen e
the obje tive fun tion:
Obje tive(Tj ; Pi )

=t

X

j :wi

ek;j

2E

fk :

i:

The tasks are sorted by de reasing obje tives.

Johnson: we sort the tasks on ea h pro essor as Johnson does for a two-ma hine
ow shop (see Se tion 3.1).

Communi ation: as the ommuni ations may be a bottlene k we onsider the

overall time needed to send the les a task depends upon as if it was the only
task to be s heduled on the platform:
Obje tive(Tj ; Pi )

=

X

ek;j

2E

fk :

The tasks are sorted by in reasing obje tives, like for Duration. As for Payo ,
the sorted list is pro essor independent, and only one sorted list is required
with this obje tive fun tion. This simple obje tive fun tion is inspired by
the work in [1℄ on the s heduling of homogeneous tasks on an heterogeneous
platform.
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Computation: symmetri ally, we onsider the exe ution time of a task as if it was
not depending on any le:

Obje tive(Tj ; Pi )

=t

j:

The tasks are sorted by in reasing obje tives, like for Duration. As for Payo ,
the sorted list is pro essor independent, and only one sorted list is required
with this obje tive fun tion. This simple obje tive fun tion is the ounterpart
(for omputations) of the previous one (for ommuni ations).

4.4 Additional poli ies
In the de nition of the previous obje tive fun tions, we did not take into a ount
the fa t that the les are potentially shared between the tasks. Some of them will
probably be already available on the pro essor where the task is to be s heduled, at
the time-step we would try to s hedule it. Therefore, on top of the previous obje tive
fun tions, we add the following additional poli ies. The goal is (to try) to take le
sharing into a ount.

Shared: In the evaluation of the ommuni ation times performed for the obje tive

fun tions, we repla e the sum of the le sizes by the weighted sum of the le
sizes divided by the number of tasks depending on these les. In this way, we
obtain new obje tive fun tions whi h have the same name than the previous
one plus the tag \shared". Here are the mathemati al expressions for the rst
three obje tives:

Duration-shared:
Obje tive(Tj ; Pi )

=t

j :wi

X

+

ek;j

2E jf j
Tl

fk
ek;l

2 Egj

:

i:

:

i:

Payo -shared:
Obje tive(Tj ; Pi )

=

P

tj

ek;j

Advan e-shared:
Obje tive(Tj ; Pi )

=t

j :wi

2E jf j
Tl

X
ek;j

2E jfT

l

j

fk
ek;l

2Egj

fk
ek;l

:

2 Egj
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We do not give the mathemati al expression for Johnson-shared, be ause it
is umbersome (but not diÆ ult): as for Johnson, we have to split the tasks
onto two subsets.

Readiness: for a given pro essor P , and at a given time, the \ready" tasks are the
i

ones whose les are already all on P . Under the Readiness poli y, if there is
any ready task on pro essor P at Step 7 of the heuristi s, we pi k one ready
task instead of the rst uns heduled task in the sorted list L(P ).
i

i

i

Lo ality: in order to try to de rease the amount of le repli ation, we (try to) avoid

mapping a task T on a pro essor P if some of the les that T depends upon
are already present on another pro essor. To implement this poli y, we modify
Step 7 of the heuristi s. Indeed, we no longer onsider the rst uns heduled
task in L(P ), but the next uns heduled task whi h does not depend on les
present on another pro essor. If we have s anned the whole list, and if there
remains some uns heduled tasks, we restart from the beginning of the list with
the original task sele tion s heme ( rst uns heduled task in L(P )).
j

i

j

i

i

Finally, we obtain as many as 48 variants, sin e any ombination of the three
additional poli ies may be used for the six base obje tive fun tions.

4.5 Computational omplexity
Computing the value of an obje tive fun tion for all tasks on all pro essors has
a ost of O(p:(n + jEj)). So the onstru tion of all the sorted lists has a ost of
O (p:n: log n + p:jEj), ex ept for Payo
and Payo -shared whi h only require a
single sorted list and whose omplexity is thus O(n: log n + jEj). The exe ution of
the loop at Step 5 of the heuristi s (see Figure 7) has an overall ost of (p:n:jEj).
Hen e the overall exe ution time of the heuristi s is:
(

(log n + jEj))

O p:n:

We have repla ed the term n2 in the omplexity of the referen e heuristi s by the
term n log n. The experimental results will assert the gain in omplexity. Note that
all the additional poli ies an be implemented without in reasing the omplexity of
the base ases.
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5 Experimental results
In order to ompare our heuristi s and the referen e heuristi s, we have simulated
their exe utions on randomly built platforms and graphs. We have ondu ted a very
large number of experiments, whi h we summarize in this se tion.

5.1 Experimental platforms
Pro essors: we have re orded the omputational power of the di erent omputers

used in our laboratories (in Lyon and Strasbourg). From this set of values, we
randomly pi k values whose di eren e with the mean value was less than the
standard deviation. This way we de ne a realisti and heterogeneous set of 20
pro essors.

Communi ation links: the 20 ommuni ation links between the master and
the slave are built along the same prin iples as the set of pro essors.

Communi ation to omputation ost ratio: The absolute values of the om-

muni ation link bandwidths or of the pro essors speeds have no meaning (in
real life they must be pondered by appli ation hara teristi s). We are only
interested by the relative values of the pro essors speeds, and of the ommuni ation links bandwidths. Therefore, we normalize pro essor and ommuni ation hara teristi s. Also, we arbitrarily impose the ommuni ation-toomputation ost ratio, so as to model three main types of problems: omputation intensive (ratio=0.1), ommuni ation intensive (ratio=10), and intermediate (ratio=1).

5.2 Tasks graphs
We run the heuristi s on the following four types of tasks graphs. In ea h ase, the
size of the les and tasks are randomly and uniformly taken between 0.5 and 5.

Two-one: ea h task depends on exa tly two les: one le whi h is shared with
some other tasks, and one un-shared le.

Random: ea h task randomly depends on 1 up to 50 les.
Partitioned: this is a type of graph intermediate between the two previous ones;
the graph is divided into 20 hunks of 100 tasks, and on ea h hunk ea h task
randomly depends on 1 up to 10 les. The whole graph ontains at least 20
di erent onne ted omponents.
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Forks: ea h graph ontains 100 fork graphs, where ea h fork graph is made up of
20 tasks depending on a single and same le.

Ea h of our graphs ontains 2000 tasks and 2500 les, ex ept for the fork graphs
whi h also ontain 2000 tasks but only 100 les.
In order to avoid any interferen e between the graph hara teristi s and the
ommuni ation-to- omputation ost ratio, we normalize the sets of tasks and les
so that the sum of the task sizes equals the sum of the le sizes.

5.3 Results
Heuristi

Relative
Standard Relative Standard
performan e deviation
ost
deviation
Su erage
1.110
0.1641
376.7
153.4
Min-min
1.130
0.1981
419.2
191.7
Computation+readiness
1.133
0.1097
1.569
0.4249
Computation+shared+readiness
1.133
0.1097
1.569
0.4249
Duration+lo ality+readiness
1.133
0.1295
1.499
0.4543
Duration+readiness
1.133
0.1299
1.446
0.3672
Payo +shared+readiness
1.138
0.126
1.496
0.6052
Payo +readiness
1.139
0.1266
1.246
0.2494
Payo +shared+lo ality+readiness
1.145
0.1265
1.567
0.5765
Payo +lo ality+readiness
1.145
0.1270
1.318
0.2329
Table 1: Relative performan e and ost of the best ten heuristi s.
Table 1 summarizes all the experiments. In this table, we report the best ten
heuristi s, together with their ost. This is a summary of 12; 000 random tests
(1; 000 tests over all four graph types and three ommuni ation-to- omputation ost
ratios). Ea h test involves 53 heuristi s (5 referen e heuristi s and 48 ombinations
for our new heuristi s). For ea h test, we ompute the ratio of the performan e of all
heuristi s over the best heuristi . The best heuristi di ers from test to test, whi h
explains why no heuristi in Table 1 an a hieve an average relative performan e
exa tly equal to 1. In other words, the best heuristi is not always the best of ea h
test, but it is losest to the best of ea h test in the average. The optimal relative
performan e of 1 would be a hieved by pi king, for any of the 12; 000 tests, the best
heuristi for this parti ular ase.
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We see that Su erage gives the best results: in average, it is within 11% of the
optimal. The next nine heuristi s losely follow: they are within 13% to 14:5% of
the optimal. Out of these nine heuristi s, only Min-min is a referen e heuristi .
Clearly, the readiness poli y has a major impa t on the results.
In Table 1, we also report omputational osts (CPU time needed by ea h heuristi ). The theoreti al analysis is on rmed: our new heuristi s are an order of magnitude faster than the referen e heuristi s.
As a on lusion, given their good performan e ompared to Su erage, we believe that the eight new variants listed in Table 1 provide a very good alternative to
the ostly referen e heuristi s.
We report more detailed performan e data in Figures 8 and 9, whi h represent
a dual view of the experiments. We sele ted 24 representative variants of the 48
heuristi s, and we report the totality of the orresponding data in the Appendix.
In Figure 8, we report the relative performan e of these variants, averaging on all
graphs: this is to show the impa t of the ommuni ation-to- omputation ost ratio.
In Figure 9, we report the relative performan e of the 24 variants, averaging on
ommuni ation-to- omputation ost ratios: this is to show the impa t of the graph
type. We state from Figure 8 that:



the Advan e heuristi and its variants perform badly



when the ommuni ation-to- omputation ost ratio is low, many heuristi s are
not within 30% of the optimal; when it is high, the performan e of all heuristi s
is globally better (most of them are within 15% of the optimal). In the latter
ase, it is likely that the ommuni ations from the master be ome the true
bottlene k of all s heduling strategies.

Similarly, we see from Figure 9 that:



the Computation+readiness outperforms by 20% all the other heuristi s,
in luding the referen e heuristi s, for the graphs of type Forks.



however, the Duration+readiness gives more stable results for all types of
graphs.

Overall, Computation+readiness and Duration+readiness are the re ommended
heuristi s.
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Payoff

Payoff+shared

Payoff

1.8

Payoff

Payoff+shared

1.7

Duration+locality

1.6

Duration+readiness

Duration+locality

1.5

Duration+readiness

1.4

Duration
Duration+shared

1.3

Duration
Duration+shared

1.2

1.1

1.7

1.6

1.5

1.4

1.3

1.2

1

1.1

1.4

1.3

1.35

1.2

1.25

1.1

Duration+locality

1.15

1
Duration+readiness

1.05

Figure 8: Relative performan es of the s hedules produ ed by the di erent heuristi s
average on four types of graphs with a ommuni ation to omputation ratio equal,
from top to bottom, to: 0.1, 1.0, and 10.
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6 Con lusion
In this paper, we have dealt with the problem of s heduling a large olle tion of
independent tasks, that may share input les, onto heterogeneous lusters. On the
theoreti al side, we have shown a new omplexity result. On the pra ti al side,
we have improved upon the heuristi s proposed by Casanova et al. [4, 3℄. We have
su eeded in designing a olle tion of new heuristi s whi h have similar performan es
but whose omputational osts are an order of magnitude lower.
This work, as the one of Casanova et al., was limited to the master-slave paradigm.
It is intended as a rst step towards addressing the hallenging situation where



input les are distributed among several le servers (several masters) rather
than being lo ated on a single master,



ommuni ation an take pla e between omputational resour es (slaves) in addition to the messages sent by the master(s): some slave may well propagate
les to another slave while omputing.

We hope that the ideas introdu ed when designing our heuristi s will prove useful
for this diÆ ult s heduling problem.
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Appendix
In this se tion, we provide the raw data generated by the experiments for the 24
representative variants that we have sele ted. In Figures 10 to 13, we plot the a tual
exe ution times (makespans) for ea h graph type, with the three ommuni ation-toomputation ost ratios from top to bottom in ea h gure. Figures 14 to 17 are the
ounterpart for relative exe ution times.
Next, we show in Figure 18 the total le volume transferred from the master
to the slaves for graphs of types Forks. As expe ted, the best heuristi s are those
whi h minimize the transfer of the same le to several slaves. Finally, in Table 2 we
report the relative ost of ea h heuristi when solving the 12; 000 tests. For ea h of
the tests, the relative ost of a heuristi is the ratio of the CPU time required by
the heuristi and the minimum of the CPU times required by the heuristi s.
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random

partitioned

forks

average

Duration
Duration+shared
Duration+readiness
Duration+lo ality
Payo
Payo +shared
Payo +readiness
Payo +lo ality
Advan e
Advan e+shared
Advan e+readiness
Advan e+lo ality
Johnson
Johnson+shared
Johnson+readiness
Johnson+lo ality
Communi ation
Communi ation+shared
Communi ation+readiness
Communi ation+lo ality
Computation
Computation+shared
Computation+readiness
Computation+lo ality
Min-min
Max-min
Su erage
Su erage II
Su erage X
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1.048
1.057
1.152
1.085
1.032
1.04
1.134
1.085
1.056
1.064
1.159
1.092
1.138
1.148
1.207
1.157
1.01
1.021
1.111
1.065
1.019
1.019
1.123
1.072
220.3
214
227.1
476.2
483.9

1.026
1.842
1.395
1.292
1.182
2.151
1.545
1.428
1.163
1.937
1.405
1.432
1.357
2.277
1.861
1.654
1.186
2.152
1.466
1.43
1.099
1.099
1.763
1.389
728.8
697.7
596.5
736.9
603.8

1.06
1.076
1.244
1.129
1.057
1.073
1.243
1.138
1.121
1.116
1.281
1.186
1.187
1.191
1.395
1.283
1.046
1.062
1.232
1.129
1.035
1.035
1.269
1.128
388.4
330.4
317
532.4
511.4

1.942
2.092
1.991
2.204
1.01
1.018
1.062
1.346
1.957
2.11
2.015
2.219
2.382
2.16
2.379
2.474
1.639
1.647
1.791
1.97
2.16
2.162
2.119
2.304
339.2
329.3
366.2
974.2
990.1

1.269
1.517
1.446
1.427
1.07
1.321
1.246
1.25
1.324
1.557
1.465
1.482
1.516
1.694
1.71
1.642
1.22
1.471
1.4
1.398
1.328
1.329
1.569
1.473
419.2
392.8
376.7
679.9
647.3

Table 2: Relative osts of the heuristi s.
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Figure 9: Relative performan es of the s hedules produ ed by the di erent heuristi s
average on three ommuni ation to omputation ratios, for the four types of graphs
(from top to bottom: Two-one, Random, Partitioned, and Forks).
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Figure 10: Exe ution times of the s hedules produ ed by the di erent heuristi s on
the Two-one graphs with a ommuni ation to omputation ratio equal, from top to
bottom, to: 0.1, 1.0, and 10.
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Figure 11: Exe ution times of the s hedules produ ed by the di erent heuristi s on
the Random graphs with a ommuni ation to omputation ratio equal, from top to
bottom, to: 0.1, 1.0, and 10.
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Figure 12: Exe ution times of the s hedules produ ed by the di erent heuristi s on
the Partitioned graphs with a ommuni ation to omputation ratio equal, from top
to bottom, to: 0.1, 1.0, and 10.
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Figure 13: Exe ution times of the s hedules produ ed by the di erent heuristi s on
the Forks graphs with a ommuni ation to omputation ratio equal, from top to
bottom, to: 0.1, 1.0, and 10.
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Figure 14: Relative performan es of the s hedules produ ed by the di erent heuristi s on the Two-one graphs with a ommuni ation to omputation ratio equal, from
top to bottom, to: 0.1, 1.0, and 10.
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Figure 15: Relative performan es of the s hedules produ ed by the di erent heuristi s on the Random graphs with a ommuni ation to omputation ratio equal, from
top to bottom, to: 0.1, 1.0, and 10.
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Figure 16: Relative performan es of the s hedules produ ed by the di erent heuristi s on the Partitioned graphs with a ommuni ation to omputation ratio equal,
from top to bottom, to: 0.1, 1.0, and 10.
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Figure 17: Relative performan es of the s hedules produ ed by the di erent heuristi s on the Forks graphs with a ommuni ation to omputation ratio equal, from
top to bottom, to: 0.1, 1.0, and 10.
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Figure 18: Total amount of les (sum of sizes) transfered by the s hedules produ ed
by the di erent heuristi s on the Forks graphs with a ommuni ation to omputation
ratio equal, from top to bottom, to: 0.1, 1.0, and 10.
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